
 

 

[អ#កស&' ស៖ *យ តុ.- អ#កផ1ល់បទស&' សន៍៖ 8 9ន សុង]  
[Interviewer: Tola Say. Interviewee: Bin Song (BS)]  

 
[00:00]  
 

េពលែដលUយរចួេហZយ ខ\ ] ំ_តវ̀ដល់េពលbបម1ង។ ខ\ ] ំbបឱfUេកZតgទូកអងi jច។  
After I finish pounding [the metal], I have to file it. I have to file it until it is 
ready to make the body of Angkuoch with.  

 
[00:10] 
 
[x សុង bបសៃសែដកែដលzត់{ន|ត់]  
[BS starts to file the piece of metal that he cut off.]  
 
[02:45]  
 
[|រសន��រUង8 9ន សុង និង_បពន� របស់zត]់ 
[Private conversation between BS and his wife] 
 
[_បពន� របស់ 8 9នសុង៖]  
[Wife of BS says:] 
 

[�ងឱfxកត់យកេលខកូដ។ �ងទ&� ក់លុយមក។] 
[Our daughter asked you to write the code numbers. She has sent us some 
money.]  
 

[8 9ន សុង៖]  
BS:  
 [េ�ទីេ�ះសិនេ�! �ំបន1 ិចេទ�តខ\ ] ំកត់!] 
 [Go to sit right there! I will write down the code numbers in the moment.]  
 
[03:40]  
 
[8 9នសុង ប� �រទីxំងែដក េដZម�ីbបែផ#ក&� ងេទ�តៃនសៃសែដក។] 
[BS changes the position of the metal piece in order to file another side of it.]  
 
[03:48]  
 
[8 9ន សុង យក|ំបិតមកUយ&� ងេទ�តៃនែដក េដZម�ី
ឱfUចូលក� ]ង_បេ.ះែដកេzលេ�យ�យ_ស�ល។]  
[BS takes the knife to pound the metal piece in order to get it in between the nails.]   
 
[04:08]  
 
[8 9ន សុងយកអងi jចឬស�ីេ�កល់េដZម�ីរក�លំនឹងដុំេឈZ។]  
[BS takes a nearby Angkuoch Russey to support the wooden block in order to keep it 
stable.]  
 
[05:14] 
 
[េ�េពលែដល 8 9ន សុង bបែដក{នល  ម zត់យកែដកេចញពី_បេ¢ះែដកេzល។]  
[When the filing is done, BS extracts the metal piece from the nails.]  



 

 

 
[05:24]  
 
[8 9ន សុងUយសៃសែដកចូលេដZម�ីbបបែន¤ម េ�យ*រUមិន¥ន់តូចល  មេ�េឡZយ។]  
[BS puts the metal piece between the nails to file it further.]  
 
[07:28]  
 
សំេល�ង(bប)ឱfU|� យgែបប¨? សេម�ªង«៉ង¨េទZបរចួ? 
How do you want it to become? When do you know that the filing is done?  
 

®េម៉ច?  
What?  

 
សំេល�ងឱfU|� យgែបប¨? 
How do you want it to become? 
 

សំេល�ងឱfUេស  Z! ¥ល់Uេស  Z*̄ត េទZបេធ± Zេ�Uលឺសេម�ង! េបZ|ល¨Uមិនេស  Z*̄ត 
េហZយេ�&នគ�� ក់ Uមិន´ចលឺសេម�ងេទ។ ដូចេនះេហZយ 
េទZបខ\ ] ំ_តវ̀សំេល�ងUឱf*̄ត។  
I have to file it until it becomes even. It cannot produce a sound unless I make 
it nice. If it is not even and smooth, it cannot produce a sound. That is why I 
have to file it until it becomes nice.  

 
[07:51]  
 

ឱfU*̄ត!ឱfUេស  Z {នUេចញgរបូµង «ស� �កអងi jច»!  
Make it nice! Make it even so then the body of Angkuoch can appear!  
 
េ_¹ះរបស់ែដលខ\ ] ំកំពុងេធ± Zេនះ ខ\ ] ំេធ± Zxមបេចºកេទសែដលខ\ ] ំយល់ដឹង។ 
េបZ|ល¨ខ\ ] ំមិនយល់ដឹងេទ ខ\ ] ំមិន´ចេធ± ZេកZតេទ។  
What I am doing now is based on the technique that I know. If I did not 
understand this, I could not make it happen.  

 
[08:16] 
 
េគេ½របស់េនះ«៉ងដូចេម1ច? ស� �ក?  
How do you call this? ‘Snok’ [Body]?  
 

េគេ½U® «ស� �កអងi jច»។ ស� �កអងi jចេនះ...អ#កខ� ះេ½ «ទូក» ឬ «ស� �ក»។ 
េគ´ចេ½{នពីរែបប។ អ#កខ�ះេ½ «ទូកអងi jច» េហZយអ#កខ�ះេ½ «ស� �កអងi jច»។ 
U´_ស័យេលZ|រនិយមរបស់េគ។  
It is called, the ‘body of Angkuoch’. This body of Angkuoch… Some people call 
it ‘Touk’ or ‘Snok’. People can call it in two ways. Some people prefer ‘Touk 
Angkuoch’ and some people prefer ‘Snok Angkuoch’. It depends on their 
preference.  

 
[08:42] 
 
អ#ក¨េ½ «ទូក» េហZយអ#ក¨េ½ «ស� �ក»? 
Who calls it ‘Touk’? and who calls it ‘Snok’?  
 



 

 

អ#កខ�ះេ½ «ស� �ក» េហZយអ#កខ�ះេ½ «ទូក»។ េគ´ចេ½{នពីរែបប 
េហZយេគែតេ½¥ងំពីរែបបេនះ។ េគេ_បZÂ*¥ងំពីរេនះ។  
Some people call it ‘snok’ and some people call it ‘touk’. They can name it in 
two ways and they can use either of these two. They could use either.  

 
[09:16]  
 

ខ\ ] ំេធ± ZxំងពីេដZមមក េ�យមិនែដល&នេភ� Zង។ ខ\ ] ំbបែតែដកេÅអÆº ឹងឯង។ 
|លពីេដZមេឡZយ ខ\ ] ំេ_បZែដកេzល។ ែដកេzល_បែវងមួយតឹកកន�ះ។  
Since I started making [Angkuoch], I never used fire to heat [the metal]. I 
always filed with unburned metal like this. Before, I use a nail [as the piece of 
metal]. The length of the nail was 15 centimeters.  

 
[09:30]  
 
េតZេគbបែដកេzលឬ«៉ង¨?  
Did you have to file the nail as well?  

 
Uយដំដូចែដកេនះែដរ!  េពលែដលដំរចួេហZយ េទZបេគពត់gរបូµងទូកអងi jច។ ស� �កU! 
I had to pound it like this metal piece! After pounding it, you start to bend it to 
make it look like the body. Its body!  

 
[09:46]  
 
េតZេគយកែដកេzលមកេធ± Zឬ«៉ង¨? 
Did you have to take a nail to make it?  
 

េគយកUមកដំ។ េពលែដលយកមកដល់ េគដំ។ េគដំដូចសៃសែដកេនះែដរ។  
You had to take one to pound it. When you had it in hand, you had to pound 
it. You pounded it the same as this one.  

 
[09:57] 
 
េហតុអ± ី{នgxមិនេ_បZែដកេzល? 
Why aren’t you using a nail?  
 

េ�យ*រខ\ ] ំ&នែដកេនះេហZយ! ខ\ ] ំមិន�ំ{ច់យកែដកេzលមកេធ± Zេទ។ 
ែដកេនះដូចz# នឹងែដកេzលែដរ។ U´ចដំ{នដូចz# ។  
Because I already had this piece of metal! I did not need to take a nail for the 
making. This piece of metal is the same as a nail. Both can be pounded.  

 
[10:15]  
 
េហតុអ± ី{នgxមិនដុត? េ�យ*រ|រេធ± Zរេប�បេនះេលÊនgង? 
Why don’t you heat it? Is it faster this way?  
 

{ទ! េបZដុត ¥ល់ែតខ\ ] ំេ_បZែដករស់។ េបZUយេ�យមិន{នដុត Uែបក។ 
ែដក�ប់_បេភទេនះ មិនែបកេទ។ ែដកេzលgែដក�ប់ ដូចេនះ 
UUយមិនែបកេទ។ េបZែដករស់ Uែបក។  
Yes! If I heated it, I would have to use live [unbendable] metal. If I pounded it 
without heating it, it would break. Dead [bendable] metal does not break. The 
nail is a dead metal, so it will not break by pounding it. If it were a live metal, it 
could break.  



 

 

 
[10:38] 
 

ែដករស់&នលក�ណៈែបប¨? េហZយែដក�ប់&នលក�ណៈែបប¨? 
What is live metal? And what is dead metal?  
 
ែដករស់ gែដកែដលពត់មិនេ�។ Uែតងរ.ស់េ�សÂពេដZមវ Íញ។ ែបបហ# ឹង 
េគេ½® «ែដករស់»។ េបZែដក�ប់វ Íញ េបZ¹ត់េ�¨ Uេ�េ�ះ។  
Live metal is an unbendable metal. It always goes back to its previous shape, 
so it is called, ‘live metal’. If it is a dead metal, it can be bent into any shape.  

 
[10:58]  
 

�ប់ដូចមនុស�! ែត�ប់កែន�ង¨ Uេ�កែន�ងេ�ះេហZយ។ [េសZច…] 
�ប់គឺែបបេនះ! េបZ�ប់េហZយ េដZរមិនរចួេទ�តេទ! េបZរស់ UនឹងេដZរេ�េទ�ត។  
It is dead like a human being. If someone is dead on that spot, they can no 
longer move. [Laughs…] Dead like this! If it is dead, it can no longer walk. If it is 
still alive, it can still move on.  

 
[11:22]  
 
េតZx_តវ̀bបប៉ុ�  នេ&៉ង? 
How many hours do you need for the filing?  

 
មិនេទ�ងែដរ! ចួន|ល Uក៏រហ័ស។ ចួន|ល Uចំ¨យេពលពីរេ&៉ង។ ចួន|ល 
ខ\ ] ំក៏យឺត«៉វក� ]ង|រេធ± Z U´ចចំ¨យេពលបីេ&៉ង។ ចួន|ល មួយេ&៉ងកន�ះ! 
កំណត់Uមិន{នេទ!  
No set time! Sometimes it is quick. Sometimes it takes two hours. Sometimes I 
am slow to make it, so it could take three hours. Sometimes it takes one hour 
and a half. I cannot set a time!  

 
Uក៏´_ស័យេលZែដកbបែដរ។ ែដកbបខ�ះក៏មុត ែដកbបខ�ះក៏មិនមុត! 
It depends on the metal file. Some metal files are sharp and some not.  

 
[11:49] 
 
ចុះែដកbបេនះ�ស់ឬថ ី?  
Is this metal file new or old?  
 

Uដូចgក 1̈ ល េ�យ*រខ\ ] ំ{នេ_បZUម1ងរចួេហZយ។ េពលែដលbបម1ងេហZយ 
U|� យgែដកbបក_មិតក 1̈ ល។  
It is not new nor old because I have used it once. I took it to file once; it is no 
longer new, yet not old.  

 
[12:08] 
 
េតZx_តវ̀េធ± Zទូកប៉ុ�  ន? មួយឬពីរ? 
How many bodies do you have to make? One or two?  
 

ទូក?  
Body?  

 
ទូកអងi jច?  



 

 

Bodies of Angkuoch?  
 

ខ\ ] ំេធ± Zែតមួយេទ។ ែតដល់េពលែដលខ\ ] ំពត់េ� UេកZតgពីរ។ េពលែដលពត់េ� 
Uនឹង|� យgែបបេនះ។ េពលេនះ UេកZតgពីរេហZយ។ 
េពលែដលU|� យgែបបេនះេហZយ ខ\ ] ំ´ចbបគូថU{ន។  
I make only one. When I bend it, it will become two. After bending it, it will 
become like this. Now it becomes two. When it goes like this, I can start to file 
the bottom.  

 
[12:43]  
 
េតZxចូលចិត1េធ± Zអងi jចែដរឬេទ?  
Do you like making Angkuoch?  
 

{ទ? 
What?  

 
េតZxចូលចិត1េធ± Zអងi jចែដរឬេទ?  
Do you like making Angkuoch?  
 

េ�យ*រែតខ\ ] ំចូលចិត1ហ# ឹងេហZយ {នgខ\ ] ំេធ± Z!  េបZខ\ ] ំមិនចូលចិត1 
ខ\ ] ំនឹងមិនេធ± ZUេទ។ [េសZច...!]  
I do this because I like it. If I didn’t, I would not make it. [Laughs…!]  

 
ខ\ ] ំេធ± Zរបស់េនះ េដZម�ីកុំឱf{ត់សÂពេដZមពីបុµណេយZងមក។ ែខ  រេយZង&នអី? 
|លពីេដZមមក ែខ  រ&នអងi jច ខÓ ]យ �បុីដងែវង។ល។ េនះgែល�ង។  េគេ½® 
ែល�ងមេÔ_សពក� ]ង_បេទសgតិរបស់េយZង។ 
_បេទសgតិរបស់េយZង_តវ̀&នxំងពីសម័យអងÕរ។ 
ដូចេនះេហZយ{នgខ\ ] ំចូលចិត1េធ± ZUក� ]ងេzលបំណងកុំឱfU{ត់បង់។  
I do this to make sure that old instruments of Cambodia will not disappear. 
What does Cambodia have? Before, Cambodia had Angkuoch, khloy [flute], 
Chapei Dong Veng [lute]…. It had games. There were games [that were played] 
at festivals in our country. Our country has had all these things since the 
Angkor era. That is why I like to make it for the purpose of preservation.  

 
[13:43]  
 

ខ\ ] ំេធ± Zឱfេក ងជំ�ន់េ_|យ{នេឃZញ និងដឹង®|លពីមុនែខ  រ&នអ± ីខ� ះ។ 
េបZខ\ ] ំមិនេធ± Zទុក មនុស�េ�ជំ�ន់េ_|យនឹងមិន{នដឹងេទ។ 
ពួកេគនឹង*Õ ល់ែតរបស់ក� ]ងជំ�ន់េ�ះេទ។ 
ពួកេគមិន*Õ ល់អ± ីែដលពួកេគ&នពីមុនមកេទ។  
I make this for the younger generation to show them what we used to have in 
the past. If I don’t do this, they will not know. They will know only the 
instruments in their own generation. They would not know what they used to 
have in the past.  
 
ដូចេនះេហZយ {នgខ\ ] ំយកចិត1ទុក�ក់ក� ]ង|រេធ± Z 
េដZម�ីឱfU&នស_&ប់េក ងជំ�ន់េ_|យ! យកចិត1ទុក�ក់ក� ]ង|រេធ± Z! 
ប៉ុែន1ខ\ ] ំេធ± Zមិន{នេពញេលញ មិន{ន*̄តេទ និងមិន{នសមរមfេទ 
េ�យ*រខ\ ] ំងងឹត។ ខ\ ] ំងងឹតែភ#ក និងថ�ង់េទ�ត។ េហZយខ\ ] ំក៏{ក់េធ ញែដរ 
ដូចេនះខ\ ] ំេ_បZ|រអ± ីមិនេកZតេទ។  
That is the reason I gave my attention to working on it. It is for the younger 
generation. I pay attention to the making! But I cannot make it well and nicely 



 

 

because I cannot see clearly any more. I cannot see or hear well. And I also lost 
my teeth so I cannot work well like before.  

   
[14:31]  
 

ប៉ុែន1ខ\ ] ំេ�ែតយកចិត1ទុក�ក់េធ± Z េដZម�ីឱfេគ{នយល់ដឹង និង{នេឃZញ! 
ខ\ ] ំេធ± Zទុកឱfេក ងជំ�ន់េ_|យ!  
But I still pay attention to the making process to make other people see and 
understand. I make it for the younger generation.  

 
[14:41]  
 
េតZxេចះេធ± Zមកពី¨?  
Where did you learn?  
 

ខ\ ] ំេចះេធ± Zេ�យ*រគំនិតរបស់ខÓ jន។ ពីេដZមមក ខ\ ] ំ{នផ� jចេផ1Zម េ�យ*រខ\ ] ំលឺេគ®។ 
េពលែដលលឺេគ® ខ\ ] ំក៏នឹកគិត® របស់េនះេធ± Z«៉ងេម៉ច? ខ\ ] ំគិតរករេប�បេធ± Z។ 
េពលែដលេធ± Zេ� U´ចេ_បZ|រ{ន។ េពលែដលUេ_បZ|រ{ន 
ខ\ ] ំមិន_តឹមែតេធ± Zស_&ប់េ_បZ|រខÓ jនឯងេទ ខ\ ] ំែថម¥ងំេធ± ZUលក់េទ�តផង។  
I learned to make it by myself. I started to make it because I heard people 
talking about it. Once I heard that, I thought, how can I do it? I was thinking 
about the technique. When I worked on it, it was usable. Once it was usable, I 
did not make it only for myself but also for selling.  

 
[15:12]  
 

ពីេដZមមុន ខ\ ] ំលក់អងi jចែដកមួយក� ]ងតៃម�២៥។  
Before I sold them for 25 per Angkuoch.  

 
២៥អ± ី?   
25?  
 

២៥េរ�ល!  
25 Riel. 

 
២៥ដុ.� រ? 
25 dollars?  
 

េទ! ២៥េរ�ល!  
No! 25 Riel!  
 
ពីេដZមេឡZយ ែខ  រេយZងេ_បZ_{ក់េរ�ល។ _{ក់ែខ  រ! ខ\ ] ំេធ± Zលក់។ ខ\ ] ំេធ± Zលក់{នេ_ចZន។  
No! Before we used Riel currency. Khmer currency! I made it for sale. I could 
sell a lot.  

 
២៥េរ�លក� ]ងសម័យ¨? 
25 Riel in what era?  
 

Ugលុយសម័យបុµណ។  
It was ages ago.  

 
សម័យ¨? សម័យ៦០?  
What era? 1960?  



 

 

 
សម័យយូរេហZយ! b# ំ១៩៥០! _បែហល ១៩៥១ ឬ១៩៥២!  
It was a long time ago. 1950! Perhaps in 1951 or 1952!  
 
|លេ�ះ ខ\ ] ំេ�េក ង។ ខ\ ] ំ´យុ១១b# ំ។  
At that time, I was young. I was 11 years old.  

 
ដប់ប៉ុ�  ន? 
How old?  
 

១១! |លេ�ះ ខ\ ] ំ´យុ១១b# ំ។ េពលែដលខ\ ] ំ´យុ១១b# ំ ខ\ ] ំេចះេធ± Z។  
11! At that time, I was 11. When I turned 11, I knew the making process.  

 
[16:12]  
 
xេចះេធ± Zxំងពី´យុ១១b# ំ?  
So you have known the making process since you were 11?  
 

{ទ! ខ\ ] ំេចះេធ± Zxំងពីខ\ ] ំ´យុ១១b# ំ។ េពលែដលខ\ ] ំេចះ េគ�ប់េផ1Zមេ_បZអងi jចេនះ។ 
_សីក៏េចះ _ប áសក៏េចះ! 
Yes! I knew how to make it when I was 11. Once I did, people also started to 
use Angkuoch. Women knew! So did men!  

 
_សីេចះេធ± Zែដរ?  
Did women know the making process as well?  
 

េទ! ពួកេគមិនេចះេធ± Zេទ។ ពួកេគេចះâ� ត់។ េពលែដលខ\ ] ំ_ស.ញ់េគ 
ខ\ ] ំនិ«យែតនឹងអងi jចេនះេទ។ [េសZច...!] មនុស�_សីក៏និ«យនឹងអងi jចែដរ 
េ�យ*រេគេចះែដរ។ េពលែដលខ\ ] ំ_ស.ញ់ េហZយេគក៏េចះែដរ 
ដូចេនះពួកេយZងក៏និ«យz# នឹងអងi jច។  
No! They did not know how to make them. They could only play. When I loved 
a girl, I also let her know through Angkuoch playing. [ Laughs…!] Women also 
communicated through Angkuoch because they knew [how to play] it too. 
When I loved her and she could play, we communicated through Angkuoch.  

 
[16:40]   
 
[8 9ន សុង និ«យពី_បពន�ែដលេ�ែក�រេ�ះ]៖ 
[BS indicates his wife who is nearby]: 

មិនែមន«យេនះេទ! «យខ\ ] ំពីេដZមមុន! «យេនះg«យក 1̈ លេទ!  
Not this grandma! My previous wife! This one is the second.  

 
[16:49]  
 
េគ´ចយល់xមរយៈ|រâ� ត់អងi jចេ�យរេប�ប¨? 
How could people understand each other through Angkuoch playing?  
 

â� ត់និ«យ!និ«យz# លឺចãស់ែទង! ពួកេយZងេចះ¥ងំអស់z# ។ 
េពលែដលខ\ ] ំនិ«យែបប¨ េគលឺែបបេ�ះ។  
It sounded very clear. We all knew it. Whatever words I said, they could hear 
them.  
 



 

 

និ«យ «អូនេអZយ!» «បងេអZយ!» ! ពួកេយZងេចះដូចz# ! 
´ច*1 ប់{ន¥ងំអស់z# ! និ«យ{ន¥ងំអស់z# ! មä៉ងេទ�ត 
េបZខ\ ] ំâ� ត់ក� ]ងចំេ¨មz# េ_ចZន! _បែហលបួនឬ_{ំ�ក់ ពួកេយZង´ចµ ំ
នងិេ_ចªងបទ «សនå �ច»។  
Like ‘Oun euy!’ ‘Bong euy!’ we all knew this. We could understand! Could 
communicate! Anyway, I played in a big group, perhaps four or five people, we 
could dance and sing a song called, ‘Santouch’.  

 
បទអី? 
What song?  

 
បទសនå �ច! បទសនå �ច! 
Santouch! A Santouch song!  

 
សនå �ចបងមួយ បង...ចង _កេពZæបំង æ�ំច់េថ#រេæ … [េសZច...!]  
“My only hook, I tie … the crocodile bites me, biting until the stitching of my 
pants comes off … “[Laughs…!]  

 
េហZយ&នអ± ីេទ�ត? 
And what else?  
 

{ទ?  
What?  

 
េ_ចªង«៉ងេម៉ចេទ�ត?  
What else is in the song?  
 

|រេ_ចªងេ�ះ&នេ_ចZន ែតខ\ ] ំមិន�ំេទ។ ខ\ ] ំេភ�ចខ� ះេហZយ។ 
There is lot in the song but I cannot remember. I’ve forgotten most of it.  
 
អ#ក¨ល̄ៗ េដរេæឱfបង!  
“Those who are good, please come to sew my pants!” 

 
េ_បZេគឱfេដរេæឱf? 
It asks the girls to sew your pants?  
 

េគេ_ចªង េហZយេគµេំ_¹ង_¹ត។  
They sang and danced joyfully.  
 
â� ត់ផង! µផំង! â� ត់ៃដមួយ µៃំដមួយ!  
Play! Dance! Play with one hand and dance with the other hand!  

 
[18:00]  
 
េហតុអ± ី�ំ{ច់â� ត់អងi jចេដZម�ីែញ៉រ_សី? េហតុអ± ី{នgxមិនេ�_{ប់េគេ�យâ� ល់េ�?  
Why did you have to play the Angkuoch for flirting with girls? Why didn’t you tell 
them directly?  
 

េបZ_{ប់េគេ� ែម៉េគលឺ។ ែម៉េគដឹង។ �ស់ៗមិនដឹងអងi jចេទ។ 
េពលែដលនិ«យz# នឹងអងi jចេ� ែម៉េគមិនដឹងេទ។  
If I told them directly, their mothers could hear. Their mothers would know. 
When we communicated through Angkuoch, their mothers did not know.  

 



 

 

អÆº ឹង ែម៉េគមិនដងឹេទ? 
Their mothers didn’t know?  
 

zត់មិនដឹងេទ។   
They didn’t.  

 
�ំ{ច់.ក់ែម៉េធ± Zអី? 
Why did you have to hide it from their mothers?  
 

េបZមិន.ក់ ឱfzត់ដឹងេដZម�ីអ± ី? 
Why would I let them know?  

 
មិនឱfែម៉ដឹង! [េសZច...!]  
Never let the mothers know! [Laughs…!]  
 
ដូចេពលែដលេ�េលងបុណf េបZ_{ប់ឱfែម៉េគដឹង េម៉ចែម៉េគឱfេ�? 
Like when we went to join the festival. If I dared to tell them [the mothers], 
how could they let their daughters go?  

 
[18:40]  
 
អÆº ឹងxែញ៉េគ{នសេ_មច?  
Was your flirting successful?  
 

{នសេ_មច! េរÊងខ�ះ ក៏ពួកេយZង{នz# េ�យមិន{ន|រ ឬដណ1 ឹង! េពលេដZមមុន 
ពួកេយZងz  នដណ1 ឹងេទ! េបZ_ស.ញ់z#  េហZយនិ«យz#  æង_ប áសក៏េ�ផ�ះæង_សី!  
It was successful! In some cases we could be together without any 
engagement event or wedding ceremony. Before, there were no engagement 
events. If we loved each other, we communicated that and the men moved to 
live with the girl’s family.  

 
[19:00]  
 

ដូចសម័យេនះ េក ងៗនិ«យz# នឹងទូរស័ព�។ េបZនិ«យទូរស័ព� 
េយZង´ចនិ«យz# េបZេ¥ះgេ�bë យ។ ែតអងi jចខ\ ] ំេនះ 
ខ\ ] ំ´ចនិ«យ{នែតេ�េពលែដលេ�ជិតេគ។ [េសZច...!] 
It is just like in this generation. Young people in this generation communicate 
by phone. They can communicate although they are at a distance. For 
Angkuoch, I could talk only when we were close. [Laughs…!] 

 
[19:17]  
 
[x សុងដកសៃសែដកេចញពីបេ�� ះែដកេzលេដZម�ីយកមកពិនិតf។  
[BS takes piece of metal from the nail board to check it over.]  
 
[19:23]  
 

ខ\ ] ំត_មង់Uឱf_តង់។ 
I’m making it straight. 

 
េហតុដូចេម1ច{នgxចង់ឱfU_តង់?  
Why do you want it to be straight?  
 



 

 

េពលែដលU_តង់ ខ\ ] ំ´ចពត់U{ន។ បន1 ិចេទ�ត ខ\ ] ំ�ប់េផ1Zមពត់UេហZយ។  
When it is straight, I can bend it. Soon, I will bend it.  
 
េ�េពលែដលដល់ដំ¨ក់|លbប Uជិត{នសេ_មចេហZយ។ 
Uេ�ែតបន1 ិចេទ�តេទ!  
The filing process is almost done now. It needs a bit more.  

 
[19:46]  
 
េតZxបេ_ងªនមនុស�_សីឱfេលងអងi jច ឬ«៉ង¨? 
Did you teach girls to play Angkuoch?  

 
ខ\ ] ំបេ_ងªនឱfេចះេលង¥ងំអស់z# ។ ¥ល់ែតយូរៗេ� េគេរ�នxមz# ។ 
េគេរ�នxមz# ។  
I taught them how to play. After that, they could learn from each other. They 
followed each other.  
 
{នេហZយ!  
It is done now.  

 
េតZxមិនេរ�នេធ± Zអងi jចេនះពីx¨េទ? េរ�នេ�យខÓ jនឯង?  
Didn’t you learn Angkuoch-making from anyone? Self-taught? 
 

េទ!មកពីខ\ ] ំ! ខ\ ] ំបេ_ងªន។  
No! I learnt it by myself. I taught myself.  

 
[20:24]  
 
ពីមុន េតZxេឃZញ�ស់ៗេផ�ងេលងឬក៏េធ± Zេទ?  
Did you see any older people make this instrument before?  
 

ពីមុន ខ\ ] ំមិនែដលេឃZញអ#ក¨េទ។  េពលែដលខ\ ] ំេធ± Zយូរៗេ� ខ\ ] ំក៏េចះែតែបក_{gí ។ 
េពលែដលែបក_{gí េ� ខ\ ] ំនឹក® េពលែដលខ\ ] ំេចះេធ± Zអងi jចេហZយ 
េតZខ\ ] ំ_តវ̀េធ± Zអ± ីេទ�ត?  
No! I did not see anyone. When I kept making it, I became better at it. When I 
became better at it, I thought, what should I do next?  

 
[20:46]  
 
េហតុអ± ី{នgxនឹកេឃZញេធ± Z?  
Why did you want to make [Angkuoch]?  

 
ខ\ ] ំនឹកេឃZញេ�យ*រលឺេគនិ«យ។ ខ\ ] ំលឺេគ® េយZងî� ប់&នអងi jចâ� ត់ពីមុន។ 
េហZយខ\ ] ំ{នេឃZញក� ]ងគមï ីរ {លី។ U&នក� ]ងគមï ីរ{លី។ 
េដZរâ� ត់អងi jច ហួចលឺេខ� វ េខ� វ!  
I wanted to make it because people were talking about it. I heard they said 
that we used to have Angkuoch to play before. Then I saw it in the Pali Canon. 
It has it in the Pali Canon. “Go to play Angkuoch and the whistled sounds 
`klev``klev’!” 
 
េនះ&នេ�ក� ]ងគមï ីរ{លី*ñ*1 ! ខ\ ] ំគិត® េតZអងi jចេ�ះU«៉ងេម៉ច?
ក� ]ងគមï ីរ{លី!  



 

 

This was written in Pali Canon. I thought, how might it [an Angkuoch] look? In 
the Pali Canon!  

 
[21:10]  
 
េតZxេមZលគមï ីរ{លីxំងពីxេ�េក ង? 
Did you read the Pali canon when you were young?  
 

{ទ! េមZល! េហZយខ\ ] ំ*1 ប់េ.កេទស�។ េពលែដលេ.កេទស�ចម�ងបុណf ខ\ ] ំដឹង។ 
ខ\ ] ំ�ំ{ន។ េពលែដល{នលឺ ខ\ ] ំគិត®េតZ_តវ̀េធ± Zអងi jច«៉ងេម៉ច? រចួេហZយ 
ខ\ ] ំ�ប់េផ1Zមេធ± ZUេឡZង។  
Yes! I read it! And I listened to the monks preaching. When the monks 
preached, I learned. I could remember. When I heard about it [Angkuoch], I 
thought, how could I do it? Then I started to make it.  

 
xមិនែដលេឃZញរបូµងផង?  
But you had not seen it yet?  
 

{ទ?  
What?  

 
xមិនែដលេឃZញរបូµងផង េតZxេធ± Zេ�យរេប�ប¨? 
You had not seen it yet, so how could you make it?  
 

ខ\ ] ំមិនែដលេឃZញរបូµងេទ។ ែតេពលែដលខ\ ] ំ�ប់េផ1Zមេធ± Zេ� ខ\ ] ំេធ± ZUេកZតដូចបំណង។  
I had not seen it. When I started to make it, I did it as desired.  
 
មä៉ងេទ�ត! ពីេដZមេឡZយ ខ\ ] ំបិត_កមួន_តង់កែន�ងេនះ។ េពលែដលខ\ ] ំែបក_{gí  
ខ\ ] ំមិន�ំ{ច់បិត_កមួនេទ។ Uេ�ែតលឺដូចz# ។  
I did it another way! I waxed it here, before. When I became better at it, I did 
not need to wax it. It still sounded the same.  

 
[21:56]  
 
េពលែដលអត់បិត_កមួន េតZUលឺែដរឬេទ? 
When you don’t wax it, does it still produce sound?  
 

េ¥ះអត់បិត_កមួន Uេ�ែត´ចេ«ល លÕ ឹក¨ខ\ ] ំស_ម�លU_តវ̀។ 
ខ\ ] ំ_តវ̀bបកែន�ងេនះឱfទន់។ េពលែដលUទន់េ� 
U´ចលឺេ�យមិន{ច់បិត_កមួនេទ។ Uេ«លេហZយ។  
Although I do not wax it, it still produces a resonant sound as long as I make it 
correctly. I need to file it here until it gets soft. When it becomes soft, it can 
produce a sound without the need for waxing. It is resonant.  
 
េពលែដល&នេធ ញ ខ\ ] ំ´ចេលងឱfUេ«ល។ េបZអត់ផង េធ± Zេម៉ចេ«ល? 
េពលែដល&នេធ ញ U´ចទប់នឹងេធ ញរ òង េហZយUនឹងេ«ល។  
If I had teeth, I could make a resonant sound playing. With no teeth, how can I 
make it resonant? If I had teeth, I could compress it with my teeth so then the 
sound could be resonant.  

 
េពលែដលxេ�តូច េតZx*# ក់េ�វត1ែមនឬេទ{នgxដងឹេរÊងគមï ីរ?  
When you were young, since you knew about Pali Canon, did you live at the pagoda?  
 



 

 

ខ\ ] ំេ�វត1xំងពីតូចៗមក។ ខ\ ] ំេ�វត1xំងពីខ\ ] ំ´យុ_{ំបី ឬ_{ំបួនb# ំ។ 
ខ\ ] ំមិនែដល{នេ�េរ�ននឹង*.េទ។ ខ\ ] ំ*# ក់េ�វត1។  
I went to live at the pagoda when I was very young. I went to live at the 
pagoda when I was around eight or nine years old. I never studied at school. I 
only stayed at the pagoda.  
 
{នេហZយ! រចួេហZយ! ខ\ ] ំ_តវ̀ពត់Uម1ង។  
It is done now. I have to bend it.  

 
[23:12]  
 
េម៉ច{នxដងឹ®Uរចួ?  
How do you know that it is ready?  
 

េបZេមZលេ� Uេស  ZេហZយ។ ខ\ ] ំbបU{នេស  ZេហZយ។ េពលេនះ ខ\ ] ំ_តវ̀េរ�បចំពត់។  
When I look at it, it is even now. I filed it fairly now. Now I need to bend it.  
 
ខ\ ] ំ*1 យែដលខ\ ] ំងងឹតែភ#ក និង{ក់េធ ញ។ េពលែដលមកឱfខ\ ] ំេធ± Zអងi jច 
និងប�ó ញ®ែខ  រ&នអី? &នអងi jច &ន�បុីដងែវង &នខÓ ]យ! 
ឧបករណ៍¥ងំេនះ&នxំងពីសម័យបុµណ|លមក។ េពលែដលខ\ ] ំ{ក់េធ ញអស់ 
ខ\ ] ំ*1 យែដលខ\ ] ំ{ក់េធ ញ។ ខ\ ] ំâ� ត់ែលងេកZត។  
I feel regretful that I cannot see clearly; and I have lost my teeth. When you 
asked me to show you the Angkuoch making and tell what Khmer people used 
to have - w used to have Angkuoch, Chapey Dong Veng, khloy! These 
instruments have existed since ancient times. When I lost all my teeth, I felt so 
regretful about it. I could no longer play.  

 
[23:58]  
 
{ក់យូរឬេ�?  
Have long since you lost your teeth?  
 

ប�ó ញមិន{ន!  
I cannot show you!  

 
{ក់យូរឬេ�?  
How long since you lost your teeth?  
 

{ក់យូរេហZយ! {ក់បីបួនb# ំ! {ក់បួនb# ំេហZយ! េ�យ*រែតមក_*វ_gវរកេហZយ 
ខ\ ] ំ_តវ̀ែតេធ± ZេដZម�ីឱf{នេឃZញ! េ¥ះâ� ត់េកZតឬមិនេកZត«៉ង¨ 
ខ\ ] ំ_តវ̀ែតេធ± Zឱf{នេឃZញ និងប�ó ញ®េយZង&ន។ â� ត់េកZត! Uâ� ត់េកZត 
េបZយកេ�ជួបអ#កដៃទេទ�តែដលេចះâ� ត់!  
I lost them a long time ago. A few years now! Four years! Because the research 
team wanted to know about it [Angkuoch], I have to make it. No matter 
whether it is playable or not, I have to demonstrate and prove that we used to 
have it. It is playable. It is playable if you take it to a real player.  

 
[24:57 – END] 


